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Abstract.

A root-finding algorithm for the solution of the eigenvalue equation
linked with the theoretical study of lossy lamellar gratings is outlined. The
computation time seems to be shorter than required when using a method
proposed by Botten et al. (1981). The agreement is found to be excellent.

The study of deep lamellar gratings invariably involves the numerical determination of the roots of a transcendental equation [1]. In this paper such a determination
is carried out, using a method completely different from the one proposed by Botten
et al. [2].

The notation (figure 1) is slightly different from that used in [2]; it is the same as
used in [1] except that the refractive index of medium 2 is here denoted by v instead of
v2 • The problem is to find the values of pt for which

y + q1 7iy) sm. (f3c) sm. (ye) =0,

(1)

kOV1 sin 0,

(2)

1 (13
f(p, v, 0) = cos (aod) -cos (f3c) cos (ye) +2
q
where

ko = w(eoJ1.o) 1/2 ,
13= (k5vI - p)1/2,

OCo =

y= (k5 v2 _ p)1/2,

(3)

for P polarization,
(4)

for S polarization.
Since v, p, 13 and y as considered here are complex numbers, so the square-root
expressions must be precisely defined: Z=Z1/2 is taken to mean that Z2=Z and
Re Z + 1m Z ~ 0 so that, if Z is real, either Z1/2 or Z1/2 Ii is real and positive.
Whereas the method used in [2] (which relies on the theory of analytic functions)
is, to a certain extent, general, our treatment is more specific. It is necessary that, for
a particular combination of the parameters v and 0, an efficient method is available
for finding the roots of equation (1); the combination turns out to be O=.O and v real
(a loss less dielectric grating illuminated in normal incidence), as shown in [1] and
briefly explained below.

t Botten et al. [2] approached the problem by seeking to evaluate {3, as defined here by
equation (3) .
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the roots' trajectories in the complex plane. The
points on the real axis are the roots piO), the eigenvalues of !l' fOT" = "0 and 0 = o. When
t varies, these roots move in the complex plane. A curve is the trajectory corresponding
to a fixed n.

I t must be kept in mind that the roots we are looking for are the eigenvalues of a
certain operator (.9! in [1]). When v is a real number vo, 2 is a self-adjoint operator
and consequently its eigenvalues are real. They are located on the real axis of the p
complex plane (figure 2), and it is easy to compute a number (say N) of them,
especially if the grating is illuminated in normal incidence. Indeed, the function
f(p, vo, 0) is then [1] the product of two functionsfe(p, vo) andfo(p, vo)t, both having

t The roots off. andfo are associated with, respectively, even and odd eigenfunctions of !l'.
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'separable roots'. This means that we are able to divide the real axis into intervals,
each containing one and only one root. For the purposes of numerical calculation this
is, of course, ideal.
Unfortunately, if v is complex !l' is not a self-adjoint operator and its eigenvalues
can be complex, which makes them much more difficult to determine. Let us
introduce two monotonic functions c/J(t) and I/I(t) of a parameter t varying on (0, 1),
and defined such that

c/J(O)=vo (real),

c/J(l)=v (complex),

1/1(0) = 0,

1/1(1) = ().

When we substitute v and () for c/J(t) and I/I(t), respectively, inf(p, v, (), we define a
function F(p, t) of two independent variables:
(5)

f(p, c/J(t), I/I(t» =F(p, t).

For each value of t, let us consider N roots pit) of the equation F(p,t)=O. We
assume that Pn(t) are continuous and differentiable functions (figure 2). Then, for
fixed n, use of the differential equation
dPn
Tt=
G(Pn, t),

(6)

with
G(p, t)=

OF/OF
-at
op

(7)

(see the Appendix) enables pil) to be determined from a knowledge of piO). Taking
into account the fact that G(Pn, t) is complicated, equation (6) has to be integrated
numerically using a computer. We used the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method but, a priori, any standard algorithm can be used. Owing to the inevitable
errors associated with any numerical process, we obtain only estimates .oil). If
necessary, better accuracy can be achieved by using any of the classical methods for
the numerical solution of equations. The method used here is an adaptation to the
complex ~omain of the method of 'false position'. The iteration is initiated by taking
.oil) and .oil-h) as approximate values of pil) (h standing for the integration
spacing).
In order to compare the two methods we have carried out computations using the
parameters from the third test proposed by Botten et al.[3]:

d=1·0,

c=0·4,

e=0·6,

A.=0·55,

v1 =1·0,

v=0·756+i2·462,

()=5°,

for P polarization. Excellent agreement is obtained, the results being all the same to
nine significant figures. The computing time for this example was about 3 s on an
IBM 3081-D computer, whereas Botten et al. report a time of 30 s on a CDC Cyber
170/730. Consequently we are now employing the method described in this paper in
our own studies of lossy lamellar gratings. As an illustration, figure 3 shows the
eigenvalue trajectories for an example more academic than practical. It is interesting
to observe what happens to the 'pairs of roots' when, for a fixed incidence () = 0, the
imaginary part of the refractive index increases linearly from 0 to 4. The least that can
be said is that the behaviour is not simple!
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Figure 3. The trajectories of 25 eigenvalues pit) for normal incidence (the trajectories of
the other eigenvalues all start from smaller real values) for the parameters d= 1'5,
e=c=0'75, A=0'6, 8=0, v1 =1'0, vo =1'5, v=1'5+i4 and P polarization. A few
trajectories that stay very close to the real axis are not shown clearly.
In conclusion, as part of continuing theoretical studies of deep lossy lamellar
gratings, we have tried in this short paper to present a numerical algorithm for the
solution of the eigenvalue equation. The numerical experiments reported demonstrate that the method is successful in determining the roots of the transcendental
equation, being in excellent agreement with the earlier method of Botten et al. [2] but
requiring apparently a significantly shorter computation time. The results of this
work thus represent an advance in the use of the practically important eigenvalue
method [4, 5], a method which allows one to deal with lamellar gratings for which the
ratio of the groove depth to the period is of the order of several hundreds [4-6].
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Appendix
The expression G(p, t) when 4> and 1/1 are linear functions of t
Combining equations (1) and (5) gives
f(p, 4>(t), I/I(t» = cos (k o dV 1 sin I/I(t)) - cos (pc) cos (ye)

+~ (q ~

+; ~)

sin (pc) sin(ye)=O.

Using the relations 4>(t)=vo+(v-vo)t and I/I(t)=8t, and setting
4>(t)2
q=-2-'
v1

P=(k~vi-p)1/2,

y=(kM 2(t)_p)1/2,
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we obtain
of

of dt/!

-at

of oy

of dcp

- + oy
-+-at/! dt
at ocp dt

G(p, t)= - oP= op

of op

oj oy

-+-op op oyop

where

:~ =

-kOVl dsin (k o dV l sin t/!(t» cos t/!(t),

dt/! =()
dt
'

1(

1).

.

of
.
qp
e (qp
y )sm
. (pc) cos (ye),
-=ecos(pc)sm(ye)+-2"+-p
sm(pc)sm(ye)+-+-p
2
y
q
2yq
oy
of =csin (pc) cos (ye) +.!..(l!._ Py
op
2 y q
oy
vt

2)sin(PC)Sin(ye)+~(qp
+ yp) cos (pc) sin (ye),
2 y q

10 22
k~
,/,.
"?;""(koCP (t)-p)=-(V-Vo)<p(t),
2y vt
Y

~=-

y -v~-) sm(pc)sm(ye)
.
.
-of. = (P
-CP(t)
--ocp
y v~
P cp3(t)
,
dcp

Tt=v-v o,

ap

1

op = -2P'
oy
1
op=-2y·
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